The main idea behind Theorem 1.1 is that, when D is alternating, each splice-unknotting sequence that realizes u − (D) corresponds to a sequence of cuts (at vertical crossing arcs) which reduces some minimal-complexity state surface to a disk, via 1-sided spanning surfaces for other knots. The main difficulty in the proof is that for some diagrams, like the one in Figure 1 , any such sequence will include non-prime diagrams. The trouble this presents is that u − (D) is additive under diagrammatic connect sum, whereas crosscap number is not additive under connect sum. Addressing this issue requires some work. Lemmas addressing tangles appear in §3, with further technical lemmas in §4. The proof of Theorem 1.1 follows in §5. Ito has independently proven the same result [9, 10] .
Section 6 describes how Theorem 1.1 enables an efficient computation of crosscap numbers for the table of prime alternating knots, using Gauss codes and data from the faces determined by the associated knot diagrams. An appendix lists the crosscap numbers for prime alternating knots through 12 crossings. 3 Previously, [4] determined all of these values in theory, listing them through 10 crossings. Currently, knotinfo lists crosscap numbers for 174 of the 367 prime alternating knots with 11 crossings and for 316 of the 1288 with 12 crossings [1] . Most of these values, and the upper and lower bounds for the remaining 11-and 12-crossing knots, come from either Burton-Ozlen, using normal surfaces [5] , or from Kalfagianni-Lee, using properties of the colored Jones polynomial [11] . Interestingly, every new crosscap number we compute through 12 crossings matches the upper bound currently given on knotinfo. 3 Crosscap numbers for prime alternating knots through at least 13 crossings are posted at [3], together with data regarding these knots and their diagrams. 10 knot realizes crosscap number, but cutting it at any crossing produces a state surface for either a 2-component link or a non-prime knot.
Background 2.1 Splices, smoothings, and states
Let D ⊂ S 2 be an n-crossing diagram of a knot K ⊂ S 3 . Let c be a crossing of D, and let νc be a disk about c in S 2 such that D ∩ νc consists of two arcs which cross only at c. Up to isotopy, there are two ways to get an (n − 1)-crossing knot diagram by replacing these two arcs within νc with a pair of disjoint arcs. These two replacements are called the splices of D at c:
Orient D arbitarily. Of the two splices of D at a given crossing, one respects the orientation on D and yields a diagram of a two-component link; this splice is said to be of Seifert type. The other splice yields a knot diagram and does not respect orientation.
If this non-Seifert-type splice has the same effect as a Reidemeister-I move, it is said to have type RI − ; otherwise this splice has type u − . Note that splice types are independent of which orientation is chosen for D. See Figure 2 .
There are also two smoothings of D at any crossing c: these are the same as the splices of D at c, except with an extra A-or B-labeled arc in νc glued to the resulting diagram:
There are 2 n ways to smooth all the crossings in D, each of which results in a diagram x called a state. A state thus consists of a disjoint union of simple closed curves joined by A-and B-labeled arcs, one arc from each crossing in D. The arcs and circles in x are called state arcs and state circles, respectively. an embedding of K in a thin neighborhood of S 2 , such that projection π : νS 2 → S 2 sends K to D. Note that the fiber over each crossing point c contains a properly embedded arc in the knot complement; call this arc the vertical arc associated to c.
State surfaces
Next, cap the state circles of x with mutually disjoint disks whose interiors all lie on the same side of S 2 . Then, near each state arc in x, glue on a half-twisted band (called a crossing band) which contains the associated vertical arc, such that the resulting surface F x spans K , ∂F x = K .
Given a state surface F x from a reduced 4 knot diagram, partition the vertical arcs in F x as A x = A x,S A x,u , where A x,S contains those of Seifert-type and A x,u those of u − type.
Observation 2.1 Given a state surface F x from a reduced knot diagram, the following are equivalent:
(1) The state surface F x is 2-sided.
(2) The state x has only Seifert-type smoothings, i.e. A x,u = ∅.
(3) The boundary of each disk of S 2 \\x contains an even number of state arcs. 5 Regarding the last condition, note that the boundaries of the components of S 2 \\x give a generating set for H 1 (F x ), and each generator corresponds to an annulus or a mobius band in F x according to whether it contains an even number of state arcs.
If F is a spanning surface for K , then one can increase the complexity of F by attaching a (positive or negative) crosscap or a handle. The inverses of these local moves, called compression and ∂ -compression, are shown in Figure 4 . Note that attaching a ± 4 A knot diagram D is reduced if every crossing is incident to four distinct disks of S 2 \\D. 5 Notation: Whenever X ⊂ Y , X\\Y denotes "X -cut-along-Y ." This is the metric closure of X \ Y , which is homeomorphic to X \ νY , where νY is a regular open neighborhood of Y in X . crosscap increases β 1 (F) by 1 and changes slope(F) by ±2, while attaching a handle increases β 1 (F) by 2 and does not change slope(F). 6 There are two traditional notions of essentiality for spanning surfaces; we will work with the weaker, "geometric" notion, defined as follows. If F admits (resp. does not admit) a compression move, then F is called (in)compressible. If F admits (resp. does not admit) a ∂ -compression move, then F is called geometrically ∂ -(in)compressible. If F is (resp. is not) incompressible and ∂ -incompressible, then F is called (in)essential. 7 Proposition 2.2 Let F x be a 1-sided state surface from a reduced alternating diagram D of a prime knot K , with β 1 (F x ) = cc(K). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The state surface F x is essential.
(2) The state x is adequate.
(3) The state x has more than one non-Seifert smoothing.
Proof Any state surface F x from an alternating diagram is a plumbing of checkerboard surfaces and is essential if and only if each checkerboard plumband is essential [6, 7, 16] . Moreover, since F x comes from an alternating diagram, the checkerboard plumbands do as well, and so the checkerboard plumbands are all essential if and only if their 6 When F spans a knot K , slope(F) denotes the boundary slope of F , which is the linking number of K with a co-oriented pushoff of K in F . 7 A standard application of the loop theorem implies that, with the exception of either mobius band spanning the unknot, if inclusion int(F) → S 3 \ K induces an injective map on fundamental groups, then F is essential. That is, if F is "algebraically essential," or "π 1 -injective," then F is (geometrically) essential. The converse is true when F is 2-sided, but false in general. If x is non-adequate, then it differs from the Seifert state at exactly one crossing, since β 1 (F x ) = cc(K), so there is exactly one non-Seifert smoothing. Conversely, if x has at most one non-Seifert smoothing, then x has exactly one non-Seifert smoothing, since F x is 1-sided. Hence, x differs from the Seifert state at exactly one crossing, so x is non-adequate. Thus (2) and (3) are equivalent.
The main theorem in [4] states that, when a knot K has an alternating diagram D, the state surfaces from D, stabilized with crosscaps and handles, classify the spanning surfaces of K up to homeomorphism type and boundary slope: Theorem 2.3 (Adams-Kindred [4] ) Let D be an alternating diagram of a knot K , and let F be a spanning surface for K . Then, by choosing an appropriate state surface from D and attaching a (possibly empty) collection of crosscaps or handles, one can construct a spanning surface F for K with the same number of sides (1 or 2) as F and with β 1 (F ) = β 1 (F) and slope(F ) = slope(F). 8 In particular:
Corollary 2.4 (Adams-Kindred [4] ) If D is an alternating diagram of a nontrivial knot K , then cc(K) is realized by a state surface from D. That is, D has a state x whose state surface F x is 1-sided with β 1 (F x ) = cc(K). 9 Define the following invariant of any knot K :
Note that β 1 (K) = min{cc(K), 2g(K)}, where g(K) is the genus of K . Note also that
e. iff all of the surfaces realizing β 1 (K) are 2-sided. Moreover, β 1 (K 1 #K 2 ) = β 1 (K 1 ) + β 1 (K 2 ), by a standard argument. Therefore:
. Equality holds if and only if cc(K i ) = β 1 (K i ) for i = 1, 2.
8 Theorem 2.3 extends to alternating links, by replacing "boundary slope" with "net" or "aggregate" slope, which is the sum of the boundary slopes of F along all the link components. 9 Corollary 2.4 also holds for alternating links.
Corollary 2.6 A knot K = # i∈I K i satisfies cc(K) = i∈I cc(K i ) if and only if K is prime or:
If D is an n-crossing knot diagram, and x is a state of D with state circles, then its state surface satisfies
Thus, in order to compute cc(K) when K is alternating, it suffices to find a non-Seifert state x of D with a maximal number of state circles. Although there are 2 n − 1 possible states to choose from, [4] describes an algorithm that shortens the list of potentially optimal states to at most 2 n/3 . Unfortunately, using this algorithm to compute the crosscap numbers of all alternating knots through a given number of crossings would require a separate computation for each distinct alternating knot. Ito-Takimura's splice-unknotting number u − (D) will improve the efficiency of this computation, at least in the case where K is a knot.
Ito-Takimura's splice-unknotting number
Let D ⊂ S 2 be an n-crossing diagram of a knot K ⊂ S 3 . Ito-Takimura define the splice-unknotting number u − (D) as follows. Starting with D, there are n! distinct sequences of non-Seifert splices,
which terminate with the trivial diagram of the unknot. Ito-Takimura define u − (D) to be the minimum number of u − splices among these splice-unknotting sequences. 10 They prove:
The point is this:
is a splice-unknotting sequence that realizes u − (D), then one can construct a 1-sided state surface F n for D with β 1 (F n ) = u − (D) as follows. For each D i , let K i be the underlying knot. Let F 0 be a disk spanning the unknot K 0 . For each splice D i → D i−1 , construct F i from F i−1 by:
• performing a local isotopy move, as in Figure 5 , if the splice has type RI − ; or 10 Since the over-under information at each crossing is immaterial in this definition, the splice-unknotting number u − (D) is most naturally defined on knot projections, rather than on knot diagrams, and indeed this is how Ito-Takimura defined it.
• gluing a crossing band to F i−1 , as in Figure 6 , if the splice has type u − .
This sequence must include at least one gluing move, or else F n would be a disk. Moreover, the first gluing move F k−1 → F k produces a mobius band. Thus, all surfaces F i with i ≥ k are 1-sided. Hence, the sequence F 0 → · · · → F n terminates with a 1-sided surface F n that spans K and has β 1 (
Define the splice-unknotting number of any knot K ⊂ S 3 to be:
Observe that this is a knot invariant. Also note:
Proof Theorem 2.7 gives:
Ito-Takimura prove that u − (D) is additive under diagrammatic connect sum, although crosscap number is not additive under connect sum (see Proposition 2.5). With this in mind, Ito-Takimura ask:
Theorem 1.1 will answer this question in the negative. Given a compact and connected subset U ⊂ S 2 whose boundary is disjoint from all state arcs in x, let x U denote the union of all state circles and state arcs of x that intersect U , and let F U x denote the associated state surface, which is a subset of F x . With this notation, we define diagrammatic notions of boundary connect sum and tangle decompositions for state surfaces, and characterize a few of their properties.
Although, strictly speaking, we will not need this fact, it is worth noting that these diagrammatic notions are more general than they seem a priori, because D is alternating. The basic point here is that, by work of Menasco [12] , any 2-or 4-punctured sphere can be isotoped in the knot complement to intersect S 2 in a single circle; hence, every connect sum or tangle decomposition of the alternating knot K can be realized diagrammatically. When F x is essential, every boundary connect sum or tangle decomposition of F x can also be realized diagrammatically. For our purposes, however, it is more straightforward just to define these notions diagrammatically in the first place.
Boundary connect summands
A boundary connect summand of F x is any F U x , where:
• each component of ∂U is disjoint from state arcs and intersects x transversally in two points, • F U x is connected but not simply connected, • for any simple closed curve γ ⊂ U which is disjoint from state arcs and intersects x transversally in exactly two points, all of the non-nugatory state arcs in U lie on the same side of γ . 11 Note that the last two conditions in the definition imply that any boundary connect summand F U x is prime, meaning that if F U x is a boundary connect summand of F U x , then F U x and F U x are isotopic in F x .
Observation 3.1 Suppose that F x is prime, but that, for some u − type vertical arc α, F xα is not prime. Then every boundary connect summand of F xα has the form F U xα , where U is a disk or an annulus, and each component of ∂U intersects the state arc β = x \ x α . Moreover, when D is oriented, both points of D ∩ ∂U where D points out of U lie on the same state circle, and the orientation of one of the two strands of
See Figure 7 . In particular:
Observation 3.2 Suppose a u − type splice at a crossing c in D produces a diagram D of a non-prime knot K . Then there is a simple closed curve γ ⊂ S 2 which intersects D transversally at c and two other points, both on edges of D not incident to c. Moreover, both disks of S 2 \ γ contain non-nugatory crossings in D .
Tangle subsurfaces
A tangle subsurface of F x is any F U x , where:
• U ⊂ S 2 is compact and connected,
• ∂U intersects x transversally in four points and is disjoint from all state arcs in x, • F U x is connected but not simply connected.
Then F U x is the tangle subsurface of F x determined by U . Note that D ∩ U is a (diagrammatic) tangle in the traditional sense.
Proposition 3.3 Suppose that F U x is a 2-sided tangle subsurface of F x which contains a u − type vertical arc α. If F U xα is connected, then F xα is 1-sided. Proof Because α ⊂ U , we have:
is 1-sided, the result follows immediately. Otherwise, there exist properly embedded arcs ρ 0 ⊂ F S 2 \\U x and ρ 1 ⊂ F U x with the same endpoints such that ρ 0 ∪ ρ 1 is the core of a mobius band in F x . Since F U x \\α is connected, there is a properly embedded arc
is 2-sided implies that ρ 1 ∪ ρ 2 is the core of an annulus in F x . Therefore, ρ 0 ∪ ρ 2 is the core of a mobius band in F x \\α.
Say that a tangle subsurface F U x is minimal if, for any tangle subsurface F U x with U ⊂ U , every state arc in U is also in U . Note that every tangle subsurface F U x contains a minimal one.
Observation 3.4 If F x is prime and α ⊂ F x is a u − type vertical arc such that F xα is essential and non-prime, then each boundary connect summand F U xα of F xα corresponds to a minimal tangle subsurface F U x of F x .
(This extends Observation 3.1; see Figure 7 .) Observation 3.5 If F U x is a minimal tangle subsurface of F x , then:
• no vertical arc α ⊂ F U x is parallel through F U x to ∂F U x , and • for any properly embedded arc δ ⊂ U which intersects x transversally in two points, both on the same state circle of x, all of the non-nugatory state arcs of x in U lie on the same side of δ .
Properties of 2-sided tangle subsurfaces
Lemma 3.6 Suppose that F U x is a prime 2-sided tangle subsurface of F x ; that when D is oriented, both points of D ∩ ∂U where D points out of U lie on the same state circle; and that, for some u − type vertical arc α ⊂ F x , the orientation on one of the two strands of D ∩ U is reversed in D α ∩ U . Then F U x contains a u − type vertical arc. Figure 8 illustrates the situation.
Proof The fact that both points of D ∩ ∂U where D points out of U lie on the same state circle implies that the underlying diagrams for both x U and x U α represent knots, and that x U α is the Seifert state for its diagram. Thus, any crossing between the two strands of D ∩ U must have a u − type smoothing in x U . Moreover, these two strands must cross, since F U x is prime, in particular connected but not simply connected. Therefore, F U x must contain a u − type vertical arc.
In particular, using Observations 3.1 and 3.4 together with Lemma 3.6:
Corollary 3.7 Suppose that F x is prime and F U xα is a 2-sided boundary connect summand of F xα . If necessary, adjust U so that it does not intersect the state arc β = x \ x α or any other state arcs that join the same two state circles that β does. Then F U x is a 2-sided minimal tangle subsurface in F x which contains a u − type vertical arc.
Lemma 3.8 Suppose that F x contains a 2-sided minimal tangle subsurface F U x which contains a u − type vertical arc α. Then F xα is 1-sided, and K α is prime.
Proof If F U x \\α is connected, then F xα is 1-sided, by Proposition 3.3. Assume instead that F U x \\α is not connected. Then x α ∩ U is not connected, so there is a properly embedded arc δ ⊂ U which separates the two components of x α ∩U . The fact that x∩U is connected implies that |δ ∩ β| = 1, where β is the state arc corresponding to α. The first part of Observation 3.5 implies that α is not parallel through F x to ∂F U x . Hence, neither component of F U x \ α is simply connected. Thus, each component of x α ∩ U contains a non-nugatory state arc. This contradicts the second part of Observation 3.5. In all cases, therefore, F xα is 1-sided.
Assume for contradiction that K α is not prime. Then there is a simple closed curve γ ⊂ S 2 which intersects D α transversally in two points, neither of them crossings, such that both components of D α \ γ contain non-nugatory crossings of D α . The assumption that K is prime implies that γ must intersect β . Hence, there is a properly embedded arc δ ⊂ U which intersects x in a single point, which lies on β . Again, the first part of Observation 3.5 provides non-nugatory state arcs in both components of x α ∩ U , contradicting the second part of Observation 3.5. Therefore, K α is prime.
Technical lemmas
Throughout §4, D will be a reduced alternating diagram of a prime knot K , and F x will be a 1-sided state surface from D with β 1 (F x ) = cc(K). 12 Further, partitioning the vertical arcs in F x as A x,S ∪ A x,u as in Observation 2.1, α ∈ A x,u will be a u − type vertical arc in F x . 13 We will denote F x \\α = F xα and ∂F xα = K α .
Note that x = x α ∪ β , where β ⊂ x is the state arc in that corresponds to the vertical arc α ⊂ F x , and that cutting F x at α corresponds to performing a u − splice on D at the associated crossing. This splice yields the underlying diagram D α for x α . Note also that D α is alternating, but not necessarily prime or reduced.
Overview of cases
The key step in Ito-Takimura's proof that cc(K) ≤ u − (D) involves building up more complex state surfaces from simpler ones, often by gluing on crossing bands in a way that corresponds to undoing a u − type splice. The key step in proving the reverse inequality is basically the opposite. Namely, the key is to show that there exist F x and α such that F xα is 1-sided with β 1 (F xα ) = cc(K α ), such that K α either is prime or satisfies the condition ( †) from Corollary 2.6. This situation varies mainly according to whether or not β 1 (K) = cc(K). Subsection 4.2 addresses the case β 1 (K) < cc(K). For each of the states x which differs from the Seifert state y at a single crossing, F x has a single u − type vertical arc. Also β 1 (F x ) = cc(K) = β 1 (K) + 1. Lemma 4.4 establishes that, for at least one of these states x, F xα is 1-sided with β 1 (F xα ) = cc(K α ), and K α is prime. Subsection 4.3 addresses the case β 1 (K) = cc(K). Given a 1-sided F x from D with β 1 (F x ) = cc(K), Lemma 3.8 states that, if F x has a 2-sided minimal tangle subsurface which contains an arc α ∈ A x,u , then F xα is 1-sided with β 1 (F xα ) = cc(K α ), and K α is prime. Otherwise, every 2-sided minimal tangle subsurface in F x contains only Seifert-type vertical arcs. (This includes the case of the knot 9 10 .) After some setup, this case follows easily from Corollary 3.7, using the condition ( †) for K α and an associated condition ( * ) for F xα .
Alternating knots with β 1 (K) < cc(K)
In addition to the assumptions stated at the beginning of §4, assume throughout §4.2 that β 1 (K) < cc(K), and that y is the Seifert state of D. Then the associated Seifert surface satisfies β 1 ( Proof If two state arcs in y join the same two state circles, then reversing these two smoothings will produce a state z = y with the same number of state circles as y. (See Figure 9. ) But then the state surface F z will be 1-sided with β 1 (F z ) = β 1 (F y ) = β 1 (K) < cc(K). 14 Reversing any one smoothing of y produces a non-adequate state x whose associated state surface satisfies β 1 (F x ) = β 1 (F y ) + 1 = cc(K). There is only one u − type 14 A similar argument proves more generally that if any knot K satisfies cc(K) > β 1 (K), then any minimal genus Seifert surface for K must have no Hopf band plumbands. y z Figure 9 : Proposition 4.1 states that if a Seifert surface F y for an alternating knot K satisfies β 1 (F y ) < cc(K), then no two state arcs in y join the same two state circles.
smoothing in x. Cutting F x at the associated vertical arc yields the same surface as "untwisting" the associated crossing band in F y . See Figure 10 .
Proposition 4.2 Untwisting F y at any crossing band gives a 1-sided state surface F w from a reduced alternating knot diagram D .
Proof To see that F w is 1-sided, use the fact that D is reduced to obtain a simple closed curve γ ⊂ F y that passes exactly once through the given crossing band. This γ is the core of an annulus in F y , and thus of a mobius band in F w .
To see that D is reduced, suppose otherwise. Then some state circle v in w either is incident to only one state arc or is incident to itself at a state arc, β 1 . The former is impossible, since untwisting a crossing band merges two state circles, and all state circles in y are incident to at least two crossings. In the latter case, v must be the result of merging two state circles u 1 , u 2 from y at the state arc β 2 that corresponds to the untwisted crossing band. Because no state circle in y is incident to itself at a state arc, it follows that both β 1 and β 2 join u 1 and u 2 . This contradicts Proposition 4.1.
Proposition 4.3
Untwisting F y at some crossing band yields a 1-sided state surface F w from a prime reduced alternating knot diagram. This, together with Proposition 4.1 and the fact that D is prime and reduced, implies that every disk of S 2 \\D is incident to at least three crossings. Yet, an euler characteristic argument shows that some disk of S 2 \\D is incident to at most three crossings. Hence, there is a disk X of S 2 \\D which is incident to exactly three crossings. Up to symmetry, there are two possible configurations around such a disk X in an arbitrary Seifert state; Proposition 4.1 rules out one of them. The only other possibility is that ∂X is a Seifert circle of y, as in Figure 11 , right.
Let c 1 , c 2 be two crossings on ∂X , and consider the arcs γ 1 , γ 2 passing through them. Each γ i passes through exactly three disks of S 2 \\D, namely X and two others, Y i and Z i , where Z i is incident to c i . Since γ 1 and γ 2 intersect in a second point, outside of X , we must either have Y 1 = Y 2 or Z 1 = Z 2 . The first possibility contradicts the assumptions that K is prime and D is reduced; the second contradicts Proposition 4.1.
Therefore, with the assumptions and notation from the beginning of §4 and §4.2:
Lemma 4.4 There exist F x and α such that F xα is 1-sided with β 1 (F xα ) = β 1 (K α ) = cc(K α ), and D α is a reduced alternating diagram of the prime knot K α .
Proof Use Proposition 4.3 to obtain a state x of D which differs from the Seifert state y of D at exactly one crossing, such that untwisting F y at the associated crossing band yields a 1-sided state surface F w from a prime reduced alternating knot diagram D α . Then F x contains only one u − type vertical arc α, namely the one at the crossing where x differs from y, and F xα = F w . Hence, F xα is a 1-sided state surface from a prime reduced alternating knot diagram.
To see that β 1 (F xα ) = β 1 (K α ) = cc(K α ), use Theorem 2.3 to obtain a state surface S from D α with β 1 (S ) = β 1 (K α ). Attaching a crossing band to S near α gives a state surface S for K with β 1 (S) = β 1 (S ) + 1. If it were the case that β 1 (S ) < β 1 (F xα ), then we would have the contradiction
The fact that F xα is 1-sided now gives β 1 (F xα ) = β 1 (K α ) = cc(K α ).
Alternating knots with β 1 (K) = cc(K)
In addition to the assumptions stated at the beginning of §4, assume throughout §4.3 that β 1 (K) = cc(K).
Proposition 4.5 For any α ∈ A x,u , F xα is 1-sided and essential with
Proof Assume for contradiction that some F xα is 2-sided. Then x α is the Seifert state of D α and, by Observation 2.1, the boundary of each component of S 2 \\x α contains an even number of state arcs from x α . Therefore, the components of S 2 \\x incident to α were the only two that contained an odd number of state arcs. Since α was arbitrary in A x,u , all state arcs in A x,u must be incident to the same two components of S 2 \\x.
Hence, D consists of n crossings whose smoothing in x is non-Seifert-type, together with n diagrammatic tangles, each of which contains only crossings whose smoothing in x is Seifert-type. (Figure 12 , left, shows the case n = 3.) Some of these tangles may be trivial, containing no crossings, but at least one of the tangles must contain crossings, since β 1 (F x ) > 1. This situation is impossible, by Lemma 3.6. Thus, F xα is 1-sided.
Use Theorem 2.3 to obtain a state surface S from D α with β 1 (S ) = β 1 (K α ). Attaching a crossing band to S near α gives a state surface S for K with β 1 (S) = β 1 (S ) + 1. If it were the case that β 1 (S ) < β 1 (F xα ), then we would have the contradiction
The fact that F xα is 1-sided now implies that β 1 (F xα ) = β 1 (K α ) = cc(K α ), and hence that F xα is essential. With the setup from the start of §4, suppose that F xα = i∈I F i is a boundary connect sum decomposition of F xα associated to the connect sum decomposition K α = # i∈I K i . Say that F xα satisfies ( * ) if
Observation 4.6 Any F xα satisfying ( * ) is 1-sided with β 1 (
Moreover, each F i is essential, as is F xα . This further implies that the boundary connect sum decomposition of F xα is unique. Note additionally that, if F xα satisfies ( * ), then K satisfies the property ( †) defined in Corollary 2.6. Conversely, Theorem 2.3 implies:
Observation 4.7 Any alternating knot obeying ( †) has a state surface obeying ( * ).
Here is the main result of this subsection.
Lemma 4.8 Any 1-sided state surface F x from D with β 1 (F x ) = β 1 (K) contains a u − type vertical arc α such that F xα satisfies ( * ).
Proof Assume first that F x contains a 2-sided minimal tangle subsurface which contains some α ∈ A x,u . Then Lemma 3.8 implies that F xα is 1-sided and K α is prime. Proposition 4.5 further implies that F xα is prime with β 1 (F xα ) = β 1 (K α ) = cc(K α ). Therefore, F xα satisfies ( * ).
Assume instead that every 2-sided minimal tangle subsurface of F x contains only Seifert-type vertical arcs. Choose any α ∈ A x,u . If F xα satisfies ( * ), then we are done. Otherwise, some boundary connect summand of F xα is 2-sided. But then Corollary 3.7 implies that the corresponding minimal tangle subsurface in F x is 2-sided and contains a u − type vertical arc, contrary to assumption.
Main theorem
Throughout §5, D will be a reduced alternating diagram of a nontrivial knot K , and F x will be a 1-sided state surface from D with β 1 (F x ) = cc(K). (We no longer assume K is prime.) As in §4, denote A x = A x,S ∪ A x,u , and given α ∈ A x,u , denote F x \\α = F xα and ∂F xα = K α . Now also let F x = i∈I F i and K = # i∈I K i be corresponding (boundary) connect sum decompositions. Recall that F x satisfies ( * ) if each F i is 1-sided with β 1 (F i ) = β 1 (K i ). Recall also that, if K admits such a state surface, then K satisfies ( †): cc(K i ) = β 1 (K i ) for each i ∈ I . Proposition 4.5 and Lemma 4.8 generalize to this setting as follows:
Observation 5.1 For any α ∈ A x,u , F xα is 1-sided and essential with β 1 (
Observation 5.2 If F x satisfies ( * ), then F xα satisfies ( * ) for some α ∈ A x,u .
Before moving to the main theorem, we mention an application of Observation 5.2. Namely, given a reduced alternating diagram D of a prime alternating knot K satisfying ( * ), every 1-sided state surface F x from D with β 1 (F x ) = β 1 (K) can be obtained from a minimal splice-unknotting sequence for D, using the construction behind Theorem 2.7. Thus, a list of all minimal-length splice-unknotting sequences for D conveys a list of all minimal-complexity 1-sided state surfaces from D. Unfortunately, the list of such sequences grows rather quickly with crossings. The data through 9 crossings is posted at [3].
Theorem 5.3 Suppose that D is an alternating diagram whose underlying knot K is nontrivial and either is prime or satisfies ( †). Then
Proof We argue by induction on cc(K). In all cases, by Theorem 2.3, D has a 1-sided state surface F x that satisfies β 1 (F x ) = cc(K). In the base case, F is a mobius band, which, cut at any crossing, becomes a disk; thus u − (D) = u − (K) = 1 = cc(K). 15 For the inductive step, let D be an alternating diagram of a knot K with cc(K) ≥ 2, where K is prime or satisfies ( †). Assume that whenever D is an alternating diagram of a nontrivial knot K with cc(K ) < cc(K), and K is prime or satisfies ( †), then
Assume first that β 1 (K) < cc(K). Then K does not obey ( †), so by assumption K is prime. In this case, Lemma 4.4 provides a state surface F x and a vertical arc α ∈ A x,u such that F xα is 1-sided with β 1 (F xα ) = cc(K α ), and K α is prime. Hence:
(1) Corollary 2.8 gives the reverse inequality,
Otherwise, β 1 (K) = cc(K). Then, if K is prime, K satisfies ( †); also, by assumption, if K is not prime, then K satisfies ( †). Thus, K satisfies ( †). Use Observation 4.7
to obtain a state x of D such that F x satisfies ( * ). Then, by Observation 5.2, there exists α ∈ A x,u such that F xα satisfies ( * ). Since F xα satisfies ( * ), it follows that K α satisfies ( †). Therefore, by repeating the computation (1), with the subsequent application of Corollary 2.8 and squeeze argument, we can conclude in this final case
In particular, we have proven:
Computation
Using the fact that every prime alternating knot We then define a list
Then for each K and n as above, we compute:
Each new dictionary D u − [n] records the invariant u − (K) for all prime alternating knots K with n crossings. Finally, using Theorem 1.1, we copy
which record the crosscap numbers of all prime alternating knots.
The main technical challenge is that a given alternating knot can have many distinct alternating diagrams, each of which has its own unique reduced Gauss code. Thus, given a Gauss code (say, resulting from a u − type splice) its reduced form may or may not appear in D G ; it may not be obvious which knot the code represents. In order to solve this problem, we construct a list D DT of dictionaries D DT [n] in which to look up certain DT codes (one for each prime alternating diagram) and find the name of the associated knot.
After some background, we give more details regarding the construction of D G , D DT , D splice , D u − , and D cc . Of these constructions, the most computationally expensive is that of D DT . These lists of dictionaries are among the data posted at [3].
Basics of Gauss and DT codes
For an arbitrary knot diagram D, one obtains a Gauss code G as follows. First, choose an orientation and a starting point (away from crossings). Then, moving along D accordingly, label the crossings of D as 1, . . . , n, where n is the number of crossings in D, according to the order in which they first appear along D. Also, record all crossings of D, in order, as a word of length 2n in which each character −n, . . . , −1, 1, . . . , n appears exactly once: the entry in the Gauss code corresponding to the overpass (resp. underpass) at the crossing with label i is i (resp. −i). Note that D is reduced if and only if any Gauss code from D has no cyclically consecutive entries i, −i.
Working exclusively with alternating knots and regarding mirror images as equivalent renders the signs in the Gauss code redundant. Thus, it makes sense to omit these signs, as we will do from now on. Given a Gauss code G of length 2n, one can determine all the Gauss codes from the same diagram, but with different choices of starting point and/or orientation, by permuting and/or reversing the 2n characters in the Gauss code arbitrarily, and then permuting the n crossing labels so that smaller labels always precede larger ones. (That is, act dihedrally on G and then relabel.) Among the resulting codes, one, say Y , is lexicographically minimal. Call Y the reduced form of G. Say that G is reduced if its underlying diagram is reduced and if G is its own reduced form.
For any reduced Gauss code G which represents a prime alternating knot diagram, there is, up to isotopy and reflection, a unique knot diagram D whose reduced Gauss code is G. (There may be several choices of basepoint and orientation on D that give G.)
A reduced Gauss code G of a knot K represents a connect sum if and only if G = w 1 w 2 w 3 , where w 2 is a nonempty proper subword of G that shares no characters with w 1 nor w 3 . After relabeling (so that smaller labels always precede larger ones), w 2 and w 1 w 3 give Gauss codes for two, not necessarily prime, connect summands of K . Continuing in this way eventually gives the connect sum decomposition of K .
Face data and flypes
We have imported Gauss codes from [2, 1], one for each prime alternating knot through n crossings. We we have organized this data as a list, D G , of dictionaries, D G [n], so that one can look up the name (e.g. '7 4 ') of any n-crossing prime alternating knot K in Crossings around B-faces: [4, 5, 7] , [5, 6] , [6, 3, 1, 7] Edges around A-faces: [14, 4, 10] , [8, 1, 3] , [12, 5, 9, 2, 7] , [13, 6, 11] Edges around B-faces: [10, 5, 13] , [6, 12] , [11, 7, 3, 14] here, S lists the signs of the crossings of the diagram associated to G, with the convention that the first crossing is an overpass with a positive sign. Although these signs are encoded by G, they take some time to compute; recording them now ensures that we only need to compute them this once.
We now set about constructing a list D DT of dictionaries D DT [n] in which to look up certain DT codes (one code for each prime alternating diagram with n crossings) and find the name of the associated knot. The key is to find a list D 0 , . . . , D k of all reduced alternating diagrams of each prime alternating knot K . To do so, we need to use the flyping theorem, conjectured by Tait [17] and proven by Menasco-Thistlethwaite [13, 14] . Here is how to do this.
Let G 0 be a reduced Gauss code of a prime alternating knot. If G 0 has length 2n, then the associated projection has n crossings, which are joined by 2n edges (in the sense that the projection is a 4-valent graph). Also, the projection cuts S 2 into n + 2 black and white disks, or faces. The face data from G 0 records which edges and crossings are incident to each face, proceeding counterclockwise around the boundary of the face. 16 It is convenient to partition this data into four sets, two for crossings and two for edges, each split between data from the black faces and from the white. Figure 13 shows an example.
This face data allows one to identify possible flype moves on the diagram. To do this, define four sets as follows. The first two sets, EE B and EE W , consist of pairs of distinct edges which lie on the boundary of the same (black or white, resp.) face and which do not share any endpoints. The other two sets, ECE B and ECE W , consist of triples, each triple consisting of two edges and a crossing, such that neither edge is incident to the crossing and the two edges abut the (two black or two white, resp.) faces incident to the crossing. Associate to each element of EE B (EE W , resp.) an arc whose interior lies in a black (white) face of S 2 \\D and whose endpoints lie on non-incident edges of D. Likewise, associate to each element of ECE B (ECE W , resp.) an arc whose interior intersects D in a single point, a crossing, and otherwise lies entirely in two black (white) faces of S 2 \\D, and whose endpoints lie on edges of D which are not incident to this crossing. Thus, associated to each element of EE B ∩ ECE W (EE W ∩ ECE B , resp.) is a simple closed curve which intersects one black (white) face of S 2 \\D and two white (black) faces of S 2 \\D, and which intersects D transversally in two edges e 1 , e 2 and one crossing c, none of them incident. In this way, each element of EE B ∩ ECE W identifies a possible flype move on D, as does each element of EE W ∩ ECE B .
The flype move changes the Gauss code by removing both c terms, re-inserting them in the intervals of the Gauss code associated to e 1 and e 2 , and then relabeling. More precisely, with G = (c 1 , . . . , c 2n ) , there exist indices 1 ≤ i 1 , i 2 ≤ 2n − 1 such that e 1 joins c i 1 and c i 1 +1 , while e 2 joins c i 2 and c i 2 +1 . Assume without loss of generality that i 1 < i 2 . There are also two indices 1 ≤ j 1 < j 2 ≤ 2n such that c j 1 = c = c j 2 . There are two explicit possibilities for the Gauss code resulting from the flype. If then append that DT code. After doing this for each possible flype move on D 0 , repeat the process for each of the other diagrams described by the DT codes in L, appending any new DT codes to L. The flyping theorem implies that this process will produce a list L consisting of one DT code for each reduced alternating diagram of K . The dictionary list D DT through at least 13 crossings is available at [3].
Splices from face data
The next step is to construct a dictionary D splice in which one can look up any prime alternating knot K , say with crossing number n, and find n lists of knot types, where each list describes the connect sum decomposition of the knot which results from splicing a given diagram for K (the one described by its imported Gauss code) at one of its n crossings.
Recall that we have used our imported data to construct a list D G of dictionaries D G [n] which give us, for every prime alternating knot K with crossing number n, the reduced Gauss code G of some reduced alternating diagram D of K (and a list of the signs of the crossings in D). Given any i = 1, . . . , n, let c = c i . We can write G = w 1 cw 2 cw 3 , where w 2 is nonempty, as is at least one of w 1 or w 3 . After relabeling, w 1 w 2 w 3 is a Gauss code for the diagram obtained from D via a u − type splice at c; w 2 denotes the reverse of w 2 . Let G i be the reduced form of this Gauss code.
The Gauss codes G 1 , . . . , G n constructed in this way from G are the reduced Gauss codes which describe the knot diagrams which result from each of the possible u − type splices on D. For each i = 1, . . . , n, decompose G i into its connect summands, as described in §6. 
has fewer crossings n i,j than K , so we can look up each
This gives:
In other words, we build the dictionary D u − of splice-unknotting numbers inductively, by looking at the connect summands of the diagrams obtained by u − -splices on a given diagram, looking up these summands' crosscap numbers in D u − , summing, minimizing, and adding 1.
Appendix: tables of crosscap numbers
Crosscap numbers n = cc(K) of 11-crossing prime alternating knots K Crosscap numbers n = cc(K) of 12-crossing, prime alternating knots 
